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    District Mission Statement 
 
Hillside High School, in partnership with students, parents, and the greater Hillside Community, will focus on developing independent critical 
thinkers.  By fostering a positive school culture, Hillside High School will encourage self-awareness, responsibility, and civility, while celebrating 
student achievement and accomplishment.  Through innovative instruction and challenging curriculum, students will enhance their communicative, 
technological, and problem solving skills, thereby supplying them with the tools to become productive leaders in our global economy. 
 
 

Academic Area Overview 
 
The Hillside Township School District is committed to excellence.  We believe that all children are entitled to an education that will equip them to 
become productive citizens of the twenty-first century.  We believe that an education in the fundamental principles of Business Education will 
provide students with the skills and content necessary to become future leaders. 
 
The Business Education Department at Hillside High School provides students with an opportunity to acquire knowledge and develop skills, which 
are critical for success in the world of Business.  Programs and courses are designed for students who are moving on to higher education in the area 
of Business or students who are entering the world of work directly after graduation.  We, in the Business Education Department, are committed to 
delivering cutting-edge curriculum in order to ready our students for the ever-changing global business environment.  Academic business courses, 
which can earn college credit, are offered, as well as a structured-learning experience (Cooperative Education). 
 
The Business Education Department delivers a variety of Business disciplines for students to discover their talents beginning in Grade 9 and 
continuing through Grade 12.  Our program provides teachers with resources online, and in print, that incorporate the use of technology, to help 
students reach the level of accomplishment that is outlined in the NJ Common Core State Standards for 21st Century Life and Career Skills. 
 
 

Affirmative Action Statement 
Equality and Equity in Curriculum 

 
The Hillside Township School District ensures that the district’s curriculum and instruction are aligned to the State’s Core Curriculum Content 
Standards and addresses the elimination of discrimination and the achievement gap, as identified by underperforming school-level AYP reports for 
State assessment, by providing equity in educational programs and by providing opportunities for students to interact positively with others 
regardless of race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, age, marital status, affectional or sexual orientation, gender, religion, disability or 
socioeconomic status. 
 
N.J.A.C. 6A:7-1.7(b):  Section 504, Rehabilitation Act of 1973; N.J.S.A. 10-5; Title IX, Education Amendments of 1972. 
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UNIT:  __ONE (1)________ 

What is Economics? / Free Enterprise in the United States 
 

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 Economics is a social science that studies how individuals, and groups, decide to use scarce 

resources to satisfy their wants and needs. 
 

 The Pillars of Free Enterprise are private property, specialization, voluntary exchange, the  
price system, market competition, and entrepreneurship. 
 
 

 
 What are the nature of  human wants, and 

how are they satisfied? 
 What is the meaning of scarcity? 
 What is an Opportunity Cost, and why is it 

important? 
 What are the basic economic decisions 

facing all economies? 
 What activities in the economy contribute 

to economic growth? 
 What is a Circular Flow? 
 How does the Circular Flow of money, 

resources, and products model describe a 
free enterprise system? 

 What function does money serve? 
 What are the basic economic decisions 

facing all societies? 
 What are the three types of economic 

systems? 
 What are the goals of the U.S. economic 

system? 
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NJCCCS 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

Students will know: 
 

 
SKILLS 

Students will be able to: 

 
21 Century 
Life and 
Career 
Standards: 
 
9.1 A,B,C,D, 
      F 
 
9.2 A,B,C,D, 
      E,F 
       
Social 
Studies: 
 
6.3 C 

 
*Economics is a study of people in their ordinary business of life. 
*Humans have wants and needs. 
*The process of want-satisfaction, production, distribution, and  
  consumption help people satisfy their wants. 
*The Factors of Production are land, labor, capital, and  
   entrepreneurship. 
*Scarcity demands that people make choices. 
*Opportunity Cost, the result of scarcity, is the highest value alternative 
  given up when a choice is made. 
*Thinking at the “margin” (thinking about additional costs/benefits)  
  influences individuals’ decisions. 
*Any economic system must confront three basic decisions:  what to 
  produce, how to produce, and for whom to produce. 
*Economics has two areas of study:  macroeconomics and  
  microeconomics. 
*The Pillars of Free Enterprise are essential to the operation and success 
  of the U.S. economic system. 
*Economists use a Circular Flow to explain features of a market  
  economy. 
*Money serves as a medium of exchange, store of value, and a measure 
  of value. 
*Broad economic goals of the U.S. include full employment, economic 
  growth, price stability, economic freedom, economic security,  
  economic equity, and efficiency. 
 
Key Terms:  Opportunity Cost; Profit; Entrepreneurship;  
                      Macroeconomics; Microeconomics; Circular Flow 
 
 

 
*Describe the nature of human wants and how they are satisfied. 
*Identify and define the four factors or production. 
*Define the meanings of scarcity and opportunity cost. 
*Explain what it means to think at the “margin”. 
*Compare and contrast the choices businesses face and a major  
  goal of business. 
*Discuss the basic economic decisions facing all societies. 
*Differentiate the two branches of economics. 
*Explain the Pillars of Free Enterprise and their importance. 
*Recognize the three economic systems based on their  
  characteristics. 
*Illustrate how the Circular Flow works in a free economy. 
*What are the functions of money? 
*List the goals of the U.S. economic system. 
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UNIT:  _____TWO (2)___________ 

Demand / Supply / Market Clearing Price 
 

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 In Economics, Demand is the various quantities of “something” a person is willing and able to 

buy at many different prices at a particular time. 
 
 In Economics, Supply is the various quantities of a “product” that producers are willing and able 

to sell at different prices at a particular time. 
 

 A Market Clearing Price exists when the amount of a product that buyers want to buy at that 
price is the same amount that sellers want to sell at that price. 

 

 
 What is Demand? 
 Do prices influence people’s behavior? 
 When does the Price Effect apply? 
 Is the Price Elasticity of Demand affected by 

by price? 
 How is the “Demand Shift” illustrated on an 

L graph? 
 What is Supply? 
 When does Marginal Costs affect price? 
 How does Market Supply demonstrate the 

Price Effect? 
 When is Supply Elastic/Inelastic? 
 How is the “Change of Supply” illustrated on 

an L graph? 
 What is the Market Clearing Price? 
 When will a shortage occur? 
 What constitutes a surplus? 
 How do we know when Supply meets 

Demand on an L graph? 
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NJCCCS 

 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

Students will know: 

 
SKILLS 

Students will be able to: 
 

21st Century 
Life and 
Career 
Standards 
 
9.1 A,B,C,D, 
      F 
 
9.2 A,B,C,D, 
      E,F 
 
Social  
Studies: 
 
6.3 C 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*The Price Effect is the premise that people will buy less of something  
  at a higher prices than they would at lower prices. 
*When individuals buy goods and services in the market, their demands 
  are combined into Market Demand. 
*The impact of a change in price on the quantity consumers will buy is 
  the Price Elasticity of Demand. 
*When a small change in price results in a large change in the quantity 
  demanded, the price effect is large and the demand is Elastic. 
*When the price effect is small, the demand is Inelastic. 
*The costs of producing additional goods and services are known as 
  Marginal Costs. 
*Prices serve as incentives for producers to provide consumers with 
  goods and services. 
*The influence of market prices on the amount supplied is the Price  
  Effect. 
*The size of the price effect is the Price Elasticity of Supply. 
*A change in Supply means that producers are willing and able to sell 
  different amounts at all possible prices. 
*A Surplus occurs at a price where sellers want to sell more that buyers 
  want to buy. 
*A Shortage occurs at a price where buyers want to buy more than  
  sellers want to sell. 
*Market Clearing Prices provide vital information to businesses the 
  kinds and quantities of goods and services consumers want produced. 
 
Key Terms:  Demand; Price Elasticity of Demand; Price Effect; 
                      Market Demand; Supply; Elastic; Inelastic; Marginal 
                      Cost; Market Clearing Price; Shortage; Surplus; 
                      Rationing 
 
 
  
 

 
*Explain the role prices play in a market economy. 
*Define Demand and describe how it illustrates the price effect. 
*Describe the relationship between individuals’ demand and market 
  demand. 
*Explain what the Price Elasticity of Demand determines. 
*Identify how Supply is related to the Opportunity Cost. 
*Define Supply and explain the price effect related to supply. 
*Describe the relationship between market supply and the supplies 
  of individual sellers. 
*Analyze what the Price Elasticity of Supply determines. 
*Compare and contrast the nature of shortages and surpluses and how    
  market competition eliminates them. 
*Explain how Market Clearing Prices motivate people to produce 
  goods and services.                                                                
*Illustrate how Supply meets Demand on an L Graph. 
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UNIT:  ____THREE (3)__________ 

The Business of Free Enterprise / Financing a Business 
 

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 Most business firms are organized as Sole Proprietorships, Partnerships, or Corporations. 

 
 Financial markets play an important role in a free enterprise economy by channeling money from 

savers to businesses that use it to invest in new capital resources. 
 
 

 
 What are characteristics of entrepreneurs? 
 What is the role of small business in the 

U.S.? 
 What are the advantages and disadvantages 
 of Sole Proprietorships, Partnerships, and 

Corporations? 
 Are their “other” types of business 

organization? 
 How are large corporations organized? 
 How do financial markets help businesses  
 obtain capital resources? 
 What is the Stock Market, and why is it 
 important? 
 How do businesses borrow? 
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NJCCCS 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

Students will know: 

 
SKILLS 

Students will be able to: 
 

21st Century 
Life and 
Career 
Standards 
 
9.1 A,B,C,D, 
      F 
 
9.2 A,B,C,D, 
      E,F 
 
Social  
Studies: 
 
6.3 C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Enterprising individuals who put their creative talent to work in both 
  large and small companies drive innovation in the U.S. economy. 
*Entrepreneurs develop ways to make more efficient use of resources. 
*Small business in the U.S. are “major” contributors to the market. 
*Small businesses often fail because of insufficient capital, slow sales, 
  and heavy debt. 
*Small businesses have difficulty finding highly qualified workers due 
  to lower salaries and lack of benefits. 
*Small businesses have the availability of numerous “training resources” 
  to enhance a bright future. 
*Sole Proprietorships and Partnerships outnumber Corporations by 
  almost four to one. 
*Sole Proprietorships withstand ALL the liability. 
*If any partner dies or decides to leave the Partnership, the Partnership  
  is legally terminated. 
*Corporations have the advantage of unlimited life and limited liability 
  due to the ability to raise large amounts of capital. 
*Stockholders play a major role in the amounts of capital generated in 
  a Corporation. 
*Stockholders are owners in a Corporation. 
*Management and ownership are separated through the use of concepts 
  such as Boards of Directors, Proxy Voting, and Annual Reports to the 
  Stockholders. 
*Stockholders can influence management decisions through the buying 
  and selling of a company’s stock. 
*Stockholders gain ownership rights when they buy Common and  
  Preferred stock. 
*Dividends are profit that have been earned through the ownership of  
  stock. 
*New Issues of stocks are called Initial Public Offerings (IPO’s). 
*Stock already out in the general public are sold/traded at the stock 
  exchanges; NYSE; AMEX; NASDAQ. 
*The SEC oversees ALL exchanges, and is the “watchdog” for any 
  illegal activity. 
*The difference between revenue and expenses is net income or profit. 
 

 
*Identify the characteristics of entrepreneurs. 
*Explain the role of small business in the U.S. economy. 
*Examine resources available that can be helpful in starting a new 
  business. 
*Compare and contrast the advantages/disadvantages of  Sole 
  Proprietorships, Partnerships, and Corporations. 
*List other types of business organizations. 
*Describe how large corporations are organized. 
*Analyze how financial markets help businesses obtain capital 
  resources. 
*Distinguish between a Balance Sheet and an Income Statement. 
*Define what a stock market is and describe why it is important. 
*Explain the difference between Common and Preferred Stock. 
*Explain the difference between an IPO and a secondary market. 
*Analyze how to purchase stock. 
*Discuss why the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is  
  so important. 
*Describe what Corporations do with Retained Earnings. 
*Distinguish between limited liability and unlimited liability. 
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*Other forms of business organization are Limited Liability Companies, 
  Not-for-Profit Corporations, Government-Owned Corporations, 
  Cooperatives, and Franchises. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Terms:  Board of Directors; Dividends; Common Stock; 
                       Preferred Stock; Stockholders; Retained Earnings; 
                       Income Statement; Balance Sheet; Franchise 
                       Sole Proprietorship; Partnership; Corporation; 
                       Cooperative 
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UNIT:  __THE STOCK MARKET___ 
           An Investment Simulation Project         

 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 The Stock Market:  An Investment Simulation integrates skills in the areas of Business 

Principles, Language Arts, Math, and Economics. 
 

 The Stock Market:  An Investment Simulation explores the basic structure of businesses within 
our Free Enterprise economy. 
 

 The Stock Market:  An Investment Simulation provides knowledge and “tips” on how the stock 
market and investors operate and the skills necessary to make stock investments of their own. 

 

 
 What is Common Stock? 
 What forms of business ownership are in our 
  Economic system? 
  How does a Closed Corporation differ from 
  an Open Corporation? 
 What is the difference between a Capital Gain 
       and a Capital Loss? 
 How does the SEC (Securities and Exchange 
 Commission function? 
 Can a “Red Herring” be purchased? 
 Why is Preferred Stock different from  
  Common Stock? 
 Do Stockholders have rights? 
 When can a Proxy be used? 
 What is a Prospectus? 
 Is there a difference between a Round Lot 

and an Odd Lot of stock?  
 How is a Stock Order processed? 
 How does a Bear market affect investors? 
 How does a Bull market affect investors? 
 Can the Federal Reserve affect the investor? 
 Is a Merger good for investors? 
 Can world events affect the investor? 
 Are there guidelines for investors? 
 Why should investors diversify their 

investments? 
 What is a Dividend Yield? 
 Is OTC stock risky? 
 Are Penny Stocks profitable? 
 What is the difference between a Stockbroker 
  and a Dealer? 
 What is Risk Capital? 
 How do you chart Stock? 
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NJCCCS 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

Students will know: 

 
SKILLS 

Students will be able to: 
 

21st Century 
Life and 
Career 
Standards 
 
9.1 A,B,C,D, 
      F 
 
9.2 A,B,C,D, 
      E,F 
 
Social  
Studies: 
 
6.3 C 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Mathematical formulas are used to calculate capital gains and  
   losses in the market. 
*Stock Market terminology enrich students’ vocabularies and enhance  
   future investments. 
*America’s business structure thrive on the success of Common Stock 
   investments. 
*Common Stock is a security that represent ownership in a corporation. 
*Stocks are purchased and sold at a stock exchange with the services 
   of a Floorbroker and Stockbroker. 
*Capital Gain is profit made from the sale of stocks. 
*Capital Loss is the result of stocks selling for less than the investor 
   paid for them. 
*Corporations, which sell stock ONLY to members of their own 
  organization, and not to the general public, is considered “Closed”. 
*An Open Corporation sells shares to the general public. 
*A watchdog agency that enforces federal laws pertaining to the sale 
  of stock is the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 
*A stock that has not yet been approved by the SEC, but is available 
  for purchase at your own risk, is a Red Herring. 
*A Prospectus is a summary of a corporation’s financial capabilities. 
*A Proxy will allow another person to vote on behalf of a stockholder. 
*Preferred Stock DOES NOT grant voting rights, but stockholders 
  receive dividends “first” over Common Stockholders. 
*NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ are the leading exchanges in the U.S.; 
  the NYSE in the world. 
*A stock order that is a multiple of 100 shares is “Round”; an order that 
  is not is “Odd”. 
*A market going down is a Bear Market; one that is going up is a Bull 
  Market. 
*A Merger is the coming together of two separate corporations. 
*Diversification spread investments over a variety of securities to avoid 
  risk. 
*Dividend is profit. 
*The Federal Reserve is the nation’s central bank. 
*Risk capital is “how” much you can afford to lose. 
*OTC stocks are traded by dealers. 

 
*Explain the difference between Common and Preferred Stock. 
*Define stock Dividend. 
*Analyze a Capital Gain to a Capital Loss. 
*Assess Risk Capital. 
*Describe a Red Herring. 
*Evaluate a Prospectus. 
*Discuss the functions of the SEC. 
*Compare and contrast a Primary Market and Secondary Market. 
*Differentiate between a Stockbroker and a Dealer. 
*List the rights of a stockholder. 
*Define Proxy. 
*Review data pertaining to Market Value versus Book Value. 
*Give examples of  requirements for listing on the  
   three (3) major U.S. exchanges. 
*Explain when a Floorbroker is used. 
*Demonstrate how to purchase Round Lots; Odd Lots. 
*Identify a Horizontal and Vertical Merger. 
*Recognize a Bull Market. 
*Recognize a Bear Market. 
*Discuss how world events can influence the stock market. 
*Examine Investor Indicators. 
*Discuss how the Federal Reserve effect the investor. 
*Analyze Common Stocks. 
*Define what an OTC Market does. 
*Defend the purchase of Penny Stocks. 
*Read the NYSE stock quotes. 
*Define the abbreviations which apply. 
*Convert stock quote fractions to cents. 
*Chart NYSE stocks. 
*Chart OTC stocks. 
*Fill out an NSE Trading Record. 
*Calculate total investment. 
*Calculate dividends. 
*Calculate Total Worth of Sale. 
*Calculate Capital Gain/Loss. 
*Fill in an OTC Trading Record. 
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*A dealer ONLY sells OTC stocks. 
*Companies that are NOT known, or are struggling, will sell stock 
  amounting to pennies a share. 
*Stock quotes, and their applicable abbreviations, are listed in the  
  newspaper, or online. 
*Stocks are charted on a daily basis using simple recordkeeping. 
 
 
 
 
Key Terms:  Common Stock; Preferred Stock; Capital Gain/Loss; 
                       Dividends; Stockbroker; Primary/Secondary Market; 
                       SEC; Proxy; Stockholder; Prospectus; Book/Market 
                       Value; NYSE; Vertical/Horizontal Merger; Bear/Bull; 
                       Diversify; OTC Market;  Stock Quotes; Charting 

 
*Use a Fraction-to-Dollar Conversion Table. 
*Maintain an accurate running balance in your Investment Account. 
*Write checks for any amounts applicable. 
*Fill out Investment Account Stubs appropriately. 
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UNIT:  _____UNIT IV (4)___________ 
Competition Among Businesses / Economic Stability 

 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 In a Free Enterprise economy, businesses compete by coordinating their efforts with one 

another to produce items that others value and are willing to pay for. 
 

 A variety of Economic Indicators are used in the U.S. to assess the economy’s health. 
 

 
 What are the four (4) characteristics used to 

identify a market structure? 
 How does the market structures of Perfect  

Competition, Monopolistic Competition, 
Oligopoly, and Monopoly affect business 
production and pricing decisions? 

 What kinds of business mergers exist? 
 Why do business firms merge? 
 What are the four (4) P’s of Marketing? 
 What major indicators do economists use to 

measure the health of the economy? 
 What are the characteristics of the GDP? 
 What is unemployment? 
 Are there different types of unemployment? 
 What are the tools of Fiscal Policy? 
 What are the tools of Monetary Policy? 
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NJCCCS 

 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

Students will know: 

 
SKILLS 

Students will be able to: 
 

21st Century 
Life and 
Career 
Standards 
 
9.1 A,B,C,D, 
      F 
 
9.2 A,B,C,D, 
      E,F 
 
Social  
Studies: 
 
6.3 C 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*The way businesses compete in the marketplace depends on  the 
  structure of their markets. 
*Perfect Competition are businesses which produce an identical product 
  for many buyers and sellers. 
*Differentiation exists when Monopolistic Competition is evident. 
*An Oligopoly is significant for a “large” ticket item, such as a car. 
*Monopolies exist when there is ONLY one seller. 
*Horizontal mergers unite businesses producing a similar product in the 
  same market. 
*Businesses operating at different production processes that merge are  
  Vertical. 
*Conglomerate mergers bring together businesses from different 
  industries. 
*Monopolies are illegal in the U.S. 
*Natural Monopolies are legal in the U.S.; such as utility companies. 
*Businesses are protected by trademarks, patents, and copyrights. 
*The four (4) P’s of Marketing are Product, Price, Promotion, and Place. 
*The Business Cycle provides a big picture of the economy’s ups and 
  downs over time. 
*U.S. economic activity is monitored very carefully by government 
  officials, members of the business community, and economists. 
*Durable goods orders, housing starts, jobless claims, and the CPI are 
  leading indicators about the nations’ performance. 
*The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a good measure of inflation. 
*The final value of all goods and services produced in the country in one 
  year is the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 
*There are four (4) types of Unemployment:  Frictional, Seasonal, 
  Structural, and Cylical. 
*The unemployment rate is the number of people looking for work 
  divided by the number of people in the labor force. 
*Fiscal Policy is tax and spend. 
*Government policy that affects interest rates and the quantity of money 
  in circulation is Monetary Policy. 
 
 
 
 

 
*Identify the four (4) characteristics of a market structure. 
*Explain how firms in the four types of market structure make 
  production and pricing decisions. 
*Describe why businesses merge and the kinds of business mergers. 
*Discuss how marketing helps businesses compete. 
*List the four (4) P’s of Marketing, and explain what they mean. 
*List “legal” monopolies. 
*Compare and contrast a trademark, patent, and copyright.  Give  
  examples. 
*Classify the major indicators economists use to measure the health 
  of the economy and the purpose for each. 
*Give examples of the components that make up the GDP. 
*Define unemployment; describe the types of unemployment. 
*Explain the tools of Fiscal Policy. 
*Compare the tools of Monetary Policy. 
*Analyze advantages/disadvantages of Fiscal/Monetary Policy. 
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Key Terms:  Perfect Competition; Monopolistic Competition;  
                      Oligopoly; Monopoly; Merger; Patent; Copyright; 
                      GDP; Fiscal Policy; Monetary Policy; Indicators 
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UNIT:  _____ON YOUR OWN___________ 
Making A Budget 

 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 A spending plan, or Budget, can help people get the most from their income. 

 
 The steps involved in Budgeting include setting goals, estimating income, planning 

expenditures, and savings. 
 
 
 

 

 
 Do most individuals earn most of their 

income from their jobs? 
 How much of your income should you save? 
 What is the reason for designing a Budget? 
 Are ALL Budgets successful? 
 How do you make Budget decisions? 
 Is Credit expensive? 
 Where are the most important items to list on 
  a budget? 
 What happens if there is an unexpected 

expense? 
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NJCCCS 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

Students will know: 

 
SKILLS 

Students will be able to: 
 

21st Century 
Life and 
Career 
Standards 
 
9.1 A,B,C,D, 
      F 
 
9.2 A,B,C,D, 
      E,F 
 
Social  
Studies: 
 
6.3 C 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*A Budget is a plan for using money to meet wants and needs. 
*A good Budget is carefully planned. 
*A good Budget is practical. 
*A good Budget is flexible. 
*By using a Budget, you will learn how to live within your income 
  and how to spend your money wisely. 
*Financial goals should be set. 
*Budget for unexpected expenses. 
*Include ALL sources of income that you know you will be  
  receiving. 
*Record what you spend. 
*Highlight areas where your spending consistently goes over your 
  budget. 
*Savings are the key to a sound financial future. 
*Credit is NOT always wise. 
 
 
Key Terms:  Budget; Practical; Flexible; Unexpected Expense; 
                       Net Worth; Cash Flow 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
*Determine budget goals. 
*Identify net worth. 
*Calculate total monthly income. 
*Estimate monthly expenditures. 
*Design categories. 
*Prepare an estimated budget. 
*Examine budget decisions. 
*Record income and expenditures. 
*Create a plan for the “unexpected” expense. 
*Re-calculate the budget. 
*Analyze ways to improve your budget. 
*Explain how you can use your budget to identify ways to increase 
  your savings. 
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PACING CHART 
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES/INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

GRADES 10 – 12 
 

 
TIME FRAME 

 
TOPIC 

 

 
PERFORMANCE TASKS 
ACTIVITIES/PROJECTS 

ASSESSMENTS 
 

 
RESOURCES/ 

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
CONNECTIONS 

 
 

 
 

September 

 
What is Economics? 

 
Free Enterprise in the 

United States 
 
 

 
*Group Project (Survival Exercise):  Introduction to resources; 
  select resources applicable to YOUR survival 
*Applying Vocabulary Activity; workbook; Sandi Beech  
  T-Shirt Business; apply correct terminology 
*Understanding Scarcity Activity; workbook; making personal 
  choices relating to cost 
*Opportunity Cost:  Applying the Concept; workbook;  
  making proper choices; scenarios 
*Production Possibilities Activity; workbook; Maria’s Choice; 
  Nation X; reading the curve; trade-offs 
*Understanding Main Ideas; workbook; Sandi Beech Pillars 
  of Free Enterprise; select proper Pillar 
*Understanding the Circular Flow; workbook; chart flow of 
  goods/services 
*Design your OWN Circular Flow; approval required 
*Competing in a Competitive Market; Carmen’s Pizza;  
  ideas to overcome competition; supplemental material 
*Chapter Test; Quizzes; Understanding Vocabulary  
  (workbook); Homework; Participation 

 
*Textbook:  JA Economics 
  JA Worldwide (2012) 
      *Student Study Guide 
      *Guide for Teachers 
 
*The Stock Market:  An Investment 
  Simulation; South-Western 
 
*On Your Own:  Personal Budget 
  Simulation; South-Western 
 
*Mr. Jerry Steinberg, Stockbroker; 
  Consultant; 12 – 14 class sessions 
  relating to financial do’s and don’ts 
  (volunteer through Junior Achievement 
   program) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

October/November 

 
Demand 

 
Supply 

 
Market Clearing Price 

 
*Market Demand; workbook; CD purchases; plotting the 
  curve; reading the curve 
*Diminishing Marginal Utility Activity; workbook; decipher 
  value of products/services 
*Changes in Demand; workbook; shifting of the curve;  
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  variables that decide change in buying habits 
*Plotting Demand Curves; plot the curves for CDs/Apples;  
  answer applicable questions; supplemental material 
*Understanding Elasticity of Demand; elastic/inelastic  
  demands; reading the curve; supplemental material 
*Design your OWN L Graph depicting Demand; plot curves 
  based on context of YOUR scenario 
*Changing Supply of Computers Activity; workbook; shift 
  the Supply curve; answer applicable questions 
*Graphing Demand and Supply Activity; workbook; corn 
  consumption; decide if surplus/shortage applies 
*L Graph; Soda Consumption for the Week; plot the curve;  
  supplemental material 
*L Graph; Bacon Burger; plot the curves; supplemental  
  material 
*Design your OWN L Graph depicting Supply; plot curves; 
  devise scenario 
*Chapter Test; Quizzes; Understanding Vocabulary 
  (workbook); Homework; Participation 
   
 

 
*Supplemental Worksheets 
*Study Guides 
*Power Point Chapter Presentations 
*Note-Taking 
*Lecture/Discussion 
*Internet (Current Events) 
*Computer Research 
 

Resources 
 

www.ja.org  
www.ccee.org/economics-resources/  
www.internet4classrooms.com  
www.rfe.org  
www.practicalmoneyskills.com  
 

 
 

 
 

 
December 

 
The Business of 
Free Enterprise 

 
 
 

 
*Characteristics of Business Organizations; supplemental 
  material; match up characteristics of five (5) types of  
  business ownerships 
*Comparing Forms of Business Organization; workbook; 
   list advantages/disadvantages of each 
*Developing a Business Plan; workbook; answer questions 
  pertaining to the type of business YOU would like to start/ 
  own  
*Chapter Test; Quizzes; Understanding Vocabulary 
  (workbook); Homework; Participation 
 

 
January 

 

 
Financing a Business 

 
*Developing a Plan for Financing your Business; workbook; 
  answer questions pertaining to the “possible” business YOU 
  chose in Chapter 7 
*Reading Financial Statements; workbook; Discount Auto 
  Parts; answer applicable questions 
*Understanding a Newspaper’s Stock Tables; supplemental 

http://www.ja.org/�
http://www.ccee.org/economics-resources/�
http://www.internet4classrooms.com/�
http://www.rfe.org/�
http://www.practicalmoneyskills.com/�
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 material; answer applicable questions related to stock  
 information provided 
*Reading Stock Tables/Star Ledger; find applicable stock;  
  answer questions 
*Partner Project:  Starting Your Own Business; develop 
  business plan; financing plan; blurb; Articles of Partnership 
  agreement; operating costs; business loan application; 
  circular flow chart; logo; commercial; hands-on; research 
*Chapter Test; Quizzes; Understanding Vocabulary 
  (workbook); Homework; Participation 
 
**Mid-Term Exam 
 

 
February/ March 

 
The Stock Market: 

An Investment Simulation 
Project 

 
*Two week training session (TW1 / TW2); Investment  
  Vocabulary; Understanding Key Concepts; Applying your 
  Investment exercises; Reading Stock Quotes/Charting 
*Recordkeeping; posting to the trading record; chart stock;  
  chart capital gain/loss 
*Trading Weeks 1, 2, 3 Portfolios; select stocks from   
  Prospectus Book; purchase by use of checkbook provided; 
  post to trading record; track stock through fictitious news- 
  paper (Wall Street Express); post dividends; sell/buy  
  according to directions; purchase extra tips, if desired; sell   
  ALL stock at end of week; hand in portfolio for review and 
  grade; corrections are provided, as well as suggestions 
 *Students will TRADE for three (3) weeks; ALL portfolios 
   run concurrently; three (3) top money earners at the end of 
   Week Three get bonus points 
 
**Students will be trading and competing against one another 

 
April/May 

 
Competition Among 

Businesses 
 

Economic Stability 

 
*Applying Vocabulary; workbook; Sandi Beech vs 
  Competition 
*Merger Project:  With partner from “Starting your own 
  Business” project; MERGE with another business within the 
  classroom; name change; four (4) p’s of marketing; type of 
  merger; differentiation; efficiency   
*Applying Monetary/Fiscal Policies; workbook; hypothetical 
  case study; answer applicable questions 
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*The Phillips Curve/Index; workbook; decipher curve; answer 
  applicable questions 
*The Discomfort Index; workbook; review index; answer 
  applicable questions relating to inflation and unemployment 
*Chapter Test; Quizzes; Understanding Vocabulary  
  (workbook); Homework; Participation 
 
 

 
June 

 
On Your Own 

Making a Budget 

 
*Budget Project:  Select roommate; research/select apartment 
  (must be approved by teacher) based on combined salaries; 
  list fixed/variable expenses (teacher approval); prepare for 
  unexpected expense; adjust the budget 
 
*Use computer for rental research; print out apartment infor- 
  mation; real estate information; “other” rentals may be  
  chosen, if your salaries can handle it 
 
**Final Exam 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  


